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he had arrived at a strictly objective method of arriving at all
truth. What an enormous part subjectivism could and did still
play in scientific discovery, in the choice between possible
hypotheses, in the selection and study of so-called scientific
evidence; how far alleged facts could still be marshalled and
fitted into preconceived systems—all this still remained to be
realized. Further, said the scientist, ^this virtually infallible
method was not limited to the study of the inanimate world of
physical facts; it could be trusted to lead ultimately to the
discovery of all truth everywhere. Politics were no exception.
Scientific method and investigation applied to politics must
ultimately lead to an objective political truth, capable of
universal application, transcending the temporary opinions and
desires of men. Such political principles as science confirmed
were true ; others, whatever deep desires they might represent,
could and must be dismissed as irreconcilable with reality.
I.   AUGUSTE   COMTK l
In this bold, and indeed partly necessary, application of the
method of physical science to political theory the three names
of Comte, Renan and Taine stand out. Not, indeed, that the
first of these can stand serious comparison \vith the other two,
in originality of thought, power of expression and personal
character. But, though inferior in every way to Renan and
Taine, Comte was the pioneer of scientific politics, and as such
exerted an influence that must not be underestimated.
The main feature of his system is perhaps its very delibera-
tion and self-consciousness. Few thinkers halve so early in life
faced and formulated the need for an entire reconstruction of
political theory and of religion in the light of newly acquired
knowledge and experience. And in this system it is difficult,
1 Augustc Comtc (1795-1857): secretary to Saint-Simon, then lecturer at
the Scale Pol/technique to 1852. Chief works: Court dt Phitvwphit positive
(1830-1842), Systtme Je Politique positive (1851-1854), Gatlehisme pmtmsu
(1852). See Alengry, La Sociologic d"* August f Comte*, Montcstjuiou, Le Systlme
politique d'Auguste Comtc*, Mauduit, Augusts Comte ft la Stiente
Millet, La Souverainett d^aprls Attguste Cvmte.
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